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The C-170 ready to leave USA

of Baysek, despite the Corona travel difficulties,” said
Mike Noldus, CEO, Akarton. “We are confident that we
will be able to run the Baysek at full capacity on two
shifts already in 2022, because the machine performs
much better than we expected at the beginning.”
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INVESTMENT
FOR AKARTON
NEW BAYSEK C-170 FLATBED DIE-CUTTER ADDED TO MACHINE PARK
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When demand for a new flatbed

German customer to watch the
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Founded in 1992, Akarton now
employs approximately 75 people.

The C-170 arrived at Akarton and

“The absolute customer
orientation is another advantage

hair free, multiple-out die cuts. The finished products

The C-170 is capable of die-cutting all grades of

printing and display industries. The PLC is operator
friendly with repeat job functionality, a step-stack
feature and tie sheet inserter, which is designed for
bundles or smaller stacks. The C-170 is CE marked
and has enhanced safety features throughout. Job
changeovers can be accomplished in as little as 10-15
minutes.
Helbach concludes, “Baysek die-cutters are built
to sustain around the clock production and we offer
24-hour worldwide technical service. Baysek Machines
is grateful to be a part of Akarton’s impressive machine
line up and we look forward to a continued relationship
with the team at Akarton.” ■
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